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 Now accepting nominations: 2014
 Microsoft Life Sciences Innovation
 Awards
We are excited to announce that submissions are now open for the
 2014 Microsoft Life Sciences Innovation Awards. 

 Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, and Medical Device companies are
 uniquely positioned to improve the quality of health through therapeutic
 innovations based on sound life science research and smart use of
 technology. The Microsoft Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences Innovation
 Awards is an opportunity to show to the medical community, consumers
 and patients how your company is using new technology to revolutionize
 medicine by bringing therapeutic breakthroughs to the market faster, to
 fight serious ailments, improve healthcare and enhance people quality of
 life. 

 If you think your company has a Microsoft-based solution that deserves
 to be recognized, we want to hear from you. Visit our website to submit
 a nomination and for official entry rules. The nomination period will close
 on May 12th, with winners announced in June at the DIA 2014 50th
 Annual Meeting in San Diego, CA. 

 See Official Rules for complete details. 

 Enter for the Awards
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 Mi-Co's Mi-Forms
 Seismic Solutions' Content in
 Context

 How health professionals can communicate &
 collaborate better, faster

 It's not always easy for health professionals to connect with the right person or information when and how they
 need to-to say the least. But in order to improve the efficiency and quality of care in the highly collaborative
 world of health today, it's more essential than ever that they do.

 Read the full blog  back to top

 Nurses at the forefront of transforming care
 through data and technology

 Microsoft was proud to participate in the American Nurses Association and Office of the National Coordinator
 for Health IT meeting, "At the Crossroads of Patient Care: Health IT for Nurses and Advanced Practice Nurses
 Summit" on March 21, 2014. A recurring theme prevailed among the speakers: nurses are at the epicenter of
 the healthcare transformation-regardless of their care setting.

 Read the full blog  back to top

 Training and Events

 Transform the Datacenter - An Intelligent Infrastructure for Health
 All healthcare organizations are challenged to improve the patient experience, improve the health
 of populations, and reduce the per capita cost of health care. While today’s technology can help
 address these challenges, it’s going to take “new designs” to enable real, cost-effective, and
 sustainable transformation. 

 For UMC Health System, adoption of this perspective put into practice now defines their IT
 Infrastructure, and the resulting benefits affect some of the most vital areas of patient care and
 operations at a core level. 

 Learn how UMC Health System implemented an intelligent data center that moved processes off
 the desks of upper tier employees, down to the service desk realm, freeing up valuable time and
 creating improved workflow allocation. This organizational example provides key insights into
 achieving an aligned business and IT operation structure with continual opportunity for
 enhancement.

 Register to attend the Webinar

Back to top

 Transforming Email, Communication and Collaboration Through a Highly
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 Available, Secure, Compliant Cloud Platform
 Healthcare Organizations suffer from communication inefficiency, and their IT teams are under
 pressure to modernize communication platforms, enable mobility, and maintain high availability
 for mission critical workloads like email, while maintaining compliance with security and privacy
 regulations governing patient data. Join this session to learn how Community Health Network
 serving New York city leveraged Microsoft's Office 365 platform to transform their communication
 and collaboration platform, enabling them to maintain operations during Hurricane Sandy.

 Register to attend the Webinar

Back to top

 TechEd 2014: 
 Trends, innovations, professional development, and more
May 12-15, 2014

 Explore TechEd's 600+ sessions and labs, and build your own specialized experience around
 Microsoft technologies, tools, platforms, and services. Take advantage of Microsoft certification
 exams, offered for 50% off the standard price. 

 All this and more in Houston, May 12-15.

 Register for the event

Back to top

 HIMSS14: Looking Back at a Successful Show in
 Orlando

 Last week, we were at the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) 2014 Annual
 Conference & Exhibition in Orlando Fla., where we demonstrated how Microsoft technology is helping the
 industry transform healthcare.

 Read the full blog  back to top

 EMR + Microsoft Office propels productivity

 I often hear from health organizations that they're not getting everything they imagined out of their electronic
 medical records system (EMR). They've put a lot of time and money into implementing it and among other
 things they were hoping their EMR would significantly improve productivity. But because some of the workflows
 and processes in EMRs aren't always the easiest to use, that's not happening as fast as they hoped.

 Read more here  back to top

 @Health_IT  Microsoft Health on Facebook

 Microsoft in Health Blog  Join the conversation
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